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Abstract
Objective: medical specialty sequelae of stroke square measure 
common, with depression and anxiety being the two most frequent 
manifestations.1–3 Our objective was to analyze the incidence of 
depression and anxiety in our patients once stroke.

Material/Patients and methods: A longitudinal study over twelve months 
from Gregorian calendar month 2014 to Gregorian calendar month 
2015. It coated all cases of latest stroke supported the MPR service 
throughout this era. we tend to used HAD depression (Hospital Anxiety 
and Depression Scale Sigmond and Snaith).

Results: Of sixty four handicapped person patients followed in our 
department solely eighteen patients incontestible post-stroke depression 
(26.5%) and fourteen patients a state of tension (20.6%). The mean age 
was fifty seven.14 years with a variety from eighteen to eighty seven 
years. The sex- magnitude relation was one.1 for girls. the bulk of strokes 
were anaemia. medicine treatment was instituted for the eighteen patients.
Conclusion: Depression ought to be sought-after consistently all told 
patients once stroke, particularly within the early part and at regular 
interviews with family. It compromises practical prognosis and it’s a 
supply of demotivation particularly in rehabilitation.4–7
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Introduction
Neuropsychiatric manifestations of stroke (including affectional, 
cognitive, and behavioural symptoms) square measure even less seemingly 
to be recognized by patients or reportable within the literature.1 medical 
specialty sequelae of stroke square measure common, with depression 
and anxiety being the two most frequent manifestations.1–3 Recent proof 
estimates that one quarter of stroke patients develop anxiety,2 one third of 
stroke patients develop depression, and over 1/2 all stroke patients are laid 
low with depression at some purpose.3 Mood disorders considerably alter 
the lives of survivors and their families.4–7 It’s best to spot them early 
and accurately so as to impose treatment.

Methods
In our study we tend to used Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale 
(HADS)8–10 administered throughout a face-to-face interview a pair of, 
4, six and twelve months once stroke, from Gregorian calendar month 
2014 to Gregorian calendar month 2015 at the physical medication and 
rehabilitation department of IBN ROCHD University Hospitals.

The HADS consists of fourteen things and is split in 2 subscales directed 
at either depressive symptoms (HADS-D) or symptoms of tension 
(HADS-A) (7 things per subscale, vary 0-21 on every subscale). in 
step with the literature, each depression and anxiety is also outlined 
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by a HADS-subscale score >7.10 The HADS has incontestible smart 
psychological science properties, as well as smart internal consistency, in 
patients with stroke.11

All subjects had a clinical diagnosing of stroke that was created in step 
with the planet Health Organization observation. diagnosing confirmed 
with CT or resonance imaging proof of associate degree acute pathology, 
that was a part of the quality clinical stroke protocol. Patients were eligible 
if: 1) the diagnosing of cerebral stroke (ischemic or haemorrhagic) 
was clinically confirmed; 2) patients ought to be hemiplegic; 3) age 
was eighteen years or older; 4) comfortable information of the French 
language to complete the planned assessments. Patients with associate 
degree impaired level of consciousness, different acute medical or 
medical specialty malady, or a pre-morbid Axis I psychiatrical diagnosing 
were excluded.

Clinical and medical histories assessed through meticulous medical 
specialty assessment and patient’s interviews. Demographic data enclosed 
age, gender, legal status, living scenario, employment, and academic 
history. Concomitant medications and time since stroke were recorded.

Results
From associate degree initial cohort of one hundred thirty stroke patients, 
sixty four were enclosed. At one year post stroke, seventeen patients had 
died, fifteen patients had language difficulties, nine patients had a coffee 
mood, sixteen patients psychiatrical issues apart from depression and nine 
patients were lost to follow- up. Mean age was fifty seven.14 years with 
a variety from eighteen to eighty seven years recent. Sex-ratio was one.1 
for girls. the bulk of strokes were classified as anaemia (93%), with solely 
four haemorrhagic strokes (5%). mean solar time to the primary interview 
was twenty seven days with a variety from seven to fifty eight days. 
Of sixty four handicapped person patients followed in our department 
solely eighteen patients had post-stroke depression (26.5%) and fourteen 
patients a state of tension (20.6%) a pair of months once stroke. These 
results failed to extremely amendment four, six and twelve months later 
with eighteen cases of depression and sixteen cases of tension. medicine 
treatment (Fluoxetine twenty mg/ day) was instituted for the eighteen 
patients.

Discussion
The aim of our study was to explore the incidence for developing 
depressive symptoms and symptoms of tension once stroke. The known 
prevalence of twenty six.5% for depressive symptoms post stroke 
within the gift study was in line with the prevalence reportable in an 
exceedingly recent meta-analysis (33%, ninety fifth CI:23-43),3 whereas 
for symptoms of tension post stroke the determined prevalence during 
this study (20.6%) corresponded with the prevalence reportable in an 
exceedingly recent review (24%, ninety fifth CI:19-29).2

From a clinical perspective, our results indicate that the long-term risk 
of symptoms of depression and anxiety post stroke may be calculable 
supported a comparatively set of diagnostic data out there at 2 months 
post stroke. Psychological characteristics, early mood issues and neurosis, 
represent the core of those diagnostic sets. the first HADS-D makes 
an outsized contribution to work out chance of developing depressive 
symptoms and symptoms of tension post stroke.12 Previous studies13,14 
found that stroke severity, in terms of practical dependency, makes a 
novel contribution to the chance of developing post stroke depressive 
symptoms.
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Our study has limitations. It appears plausible that patients lost at follow 
up might have had a larger prevalence of mood disorders. Patients refusing 
assessments is also a lot of seemingly to possess mood disorders, then our 
results square measure so seemingly to underestimate actuality burden of 
symptoms of mood disorders. Moreover, the shortage of a full imaging 
assessment for different vital factors contributive to mood disorders (e.g., 
substantia alba changes and silent infarcts) might limit the generalization 
of our results. Another limit is that our assessment of symptoms was 
supported a metric “screening” scale, and not on a comprehensive 
clinical analysis. we tend to square measure aware that a brief scale isn’t 
a substitute for professional clinical assessment; but, the dimensions we 
tend to used is one in every of the foremost wide used tools to find mood 
disorders once stroke.15

Conclusion
The results of this study counsel that depression and anxiety were usually 
practised post stroke. Post-stroke mood disorders ought to be sought-
after consistently all told handicapped person patients, particularly within 
the early part and at regular interviews with family. They compromise 
practical prognosis and that they square measure a supply of demotivation 
particularly in rehabilitation.
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